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Disclaimer
Except when specifically permitted and/or requested by the
verified person, we are only allowed to display the personal
data included in the Vetted Project Information database in
our Data Processing Notice. 

No information provided in this document by the project
and/or team members was validated or confirmed as part of
the vetting process, unless otherwise mentioned.

Nothing contained in this document constitutes a legal or
financial advice, an offer, solicitation, recommendation,
endorsement, guarantee or warranty provided by us or any
third-party service provider.



The Residents NFT is the first Art Residency project that
produces 1/1 digital artworks with a profit-sharing
mechanism.

Main utility of the Residents is all costs covered Art
Residency events where talented digital artists and NFT
degens will be gathered in real life Art Camps.

The artists will get to share their experience with each other,
explore new cities and cultures, find new inspirations and
create 1/1 original artworks during the Art Residencies. The
newly created artworks will be converted into NFTs and
passed to the DAO to be auctioned, and collected profits will
be shared with the holders and artists.

Summary
Project Description



  

Project Name The Residents  

Project Website https://theresidentsnft.com  

Project Discord https://discord.gg/TBBs8ytZbe  

Project Twitter https://twitter.com/TheResidentsNFT  

Mint Wallet  

Treasury Wallet FeA3A4q5p6jUu3jLMaLAk7zFdEbEbUGBWZuyFdAeFG5p  

Company  

  

Legal Accountability Tier 2  

Certificate Rank Silver  

Vetting Process Report

Project Verifications

1

2

Learn more about Legal Accountability System here.

Learn more about our Audit Certificate requirements here.

1

2

Team Members
CEO
        Kay_#8827
       @Kaytheone_

CMO
        Alidin#8071
       @AlidinLeeuwenft

All supplied identity and residency documents were verified
and determined to be valid.

CTO
       MAG#6482

Artist
        Sama#7388

https://theresidentsnft.com/
https://discord.gg/TBBs8ytZbe
https://twitter.com/TheResidentsNFT
https://medium.com/@Nestor_Alpha/legal-accountability-system-explained-8096fb4ff1bc
https://medium.com/@Nestor_Alpha/dox-certificate-explained-be2955886e9
https://twitter.com/Kaytheone_
https://twitter.com/AlidinLeeuwenft


      Project's Response
The team is working on new partnerships that will be
announced soon. In addition to marketing activities, The
Residents plan to work with the partners' artist(s) and include
them as nominees, participants or jury for their events. Team is
preparing for the mint (1st objective of Q3) by finalizing the
collection, expanding on marketing activities, and selecting
their launchpad. The biggest challenge that project sees at the
moment is to not get enough of a mint revenue due to the
current market conditions. Current lack of awareness about
the project among the artists is also seen as one of the current
difficulties. Project is talking to a social media network that
has a lot of artists and there’s a plan to have a marketing
activity with them as well to present the project to their users.

      Observation 1
There are two Q2 objectives (Starting partnerships with other
projects, Conducting widespread promotion campaigns) of the
roadmap marked as in-progress on the website.

      Nestor Alpha Comment
The team may be seen actively participating in Twitter
Spaces and other similar activities.
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      Project's Response
At the moment most of the process and organization will be
done through Discord and private communication with the
artists. More advanced logistical solutions are most likely to be
available for next events. Initially the project’s DAO will play a
key role in the selection process. They will nominate artists
that will need to provide a portfolio or sample artworks. The
current plan is for 15-20 nominees to be voted in as winners by
the DAO and attend the first event. All the expenses for the
artists will be covered by the project. The idea is to also invite
some of the bigger names in the Solana space to the event. 

      Observation 2
There is no detailed information available on the logistics
behind the process of the main objective of the roadmap (Art
Residency event).

      Nestor Alpha Comment
The possible future logistics solution was disclosed to us
privately and appears to be a logical progression.

      Observation 3
The roadmap published on Discord lists “Introduction of other
utilities” as one of the Q3 2022 objectives.
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      Project's Response
The currently planned utility for the holders, in addition to
nominating and voting on attendees, is to participate in 



revenue sharing of the 1/1 NFTs authored by event participants
that will be auctioned. Profits will be shared between both
holders and the artists. There will be no restrictions put on the
prices of the art. Artworks will also be sold to partnered
metaverse projects to be used as assets in their metaverse.

      Nestor Alpha Comment
The project could benefit from more utilities for holders
because the current main revenue sharing utility is too
dependent on the revenue from artwork auctions.
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      Project's Response
Ideally mint would be in late August or early September but it
depends on the demand and market conditions. The team still
has some pre-mint funds left and is not rushing into minting
the project as they believe it is crucial for the completion of
their roadmap to sell as much of the collection as possible.
Approximately 30% of the mint revenue will be allocated to
organizing the first event, expanding the team, and pre-mint
expenses that will need to be covered.

      Nestor Alpha Comment
We were given precise figures on the desired amounts raised
during the process in order to assess the project's plan.

      Observation 4
There is publicly available information about the mint
collection (supply: 5555, price: TBA, date: TBA (Q3 2022 on
roadmap))



      Project's Response
A most likely location for the first event has been chosen but
the decision is not final.

      Nestor Alpha Comment
The team has disclosed the location and reasoning to us
privately from which we can conclude that the choice of
the location is optimal.

      Observation 5
There is publicly available information that the first event will
be held in “one of the European countries”.
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      Project's Response
Holding the event in real-life will allow the artists to explore
new cultures and establish real connections with the people
they meet. Being in such an environment can open their mind
and help the creative process.

      Observation 6
It is rather unusual for an artist incubation initiative to host a
real-world event in the NFT space.



      Project's Response
The project wants the DAO members to nominate the
attendees once it is formed as they want them to be involved
in the procedure directly. However, they are trying to reach out
to more artists and include them as project’s partners in other
roles.

      Observation 7
There are no publicly available artist candidates for the first
event.
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      Project's Response
The Residents will create a legal entity after the mint in one of
the European countries where the cryptocurrency related laws
are properly established in order to avoid any risk to the
project in the future.

      Observation 8
The project has not chosen to verify an associated legal entity
(company).

      Nestor Alpha Comment
It would be hugely beneficial for the project to establish a
company and logistics of funneling the mint revenue
allocated to their main roadmap objective (Art Residency
event) into fiat prior to mint in order to avoid possible
complications when they will need to organize and fund
the event.



      Project's Response
New DAO managers were recently hired that are helping the
project to increase organic engagement. The amount of
engagement might be a consequence of an inorganic following
of an influencer that retweeted it. 

      Observation 9
A huge anomaly in terms of increase of engagement can be
seen in one of the tweets posted in the beginning of August.
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      Nestor Alpha Comment
The team has acknowledged that the engagement looks
suspicious for a non-giveaway post and proactively
removed the tweet by the end of the process.



      Project's Response
Kay_#8827 first worked as a volunteer in student organizations
and later on as an organizer and project manager in different
sports and international events. Kay_#8827 has been trading
cryptocurrencies since 2019 and got into the NFT space in
March 2021. Has been working at the ministry of culture for the
past year where Kay_#8827 heard of the concept of art
residencies. After attending an art convention and receiving
feedback on the idea Kay_#8827 decided to combine the
knowledge from different fields to launch their first NFT
project.

      Observation 1
Publicly known as the CMO of the project, Kay_#8827 claims to
have an academic background in economics, and previous
experience in event management.

      Nestor Alpha Comment
Throughout the process, Kay_#8827's academic
background and previous proof of work related to the role
has been confirmed. Personal wallet provided supports the
crypto and NFT related claims.

Team
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       Kay_#8827
       @Kaytheone_

CEO

https://twitter.com/iandensan
https://twitter.com/iandensan
https://twitter.com/iandensan
https://twitter.com/Kaytheone_


      Observation 1
Publicly known as the CMO of the project, Alidin#8071 has an
academic background in economics, and previous experience
in event management.
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       Alidin#8071
       @AlidinLeeuwenft

CMO

      Project's Response
The Residents have already started the process of acquiring
new members but needs to wait on mint revenue to expand
the team. Team needs some more assistance on the technical
side of the project and more people with experience in event
organization.

      Observation 2
Team currently has four core members (CEO, CMO, CTO, Artist).

      Nestor Alpha Comment
We anticipate that the team size will prove to be a
determining factor in the success of the event
management phase of the project.

https://twitter.com/iandensan
https://twitter.com/AlidinLeeuwenft


      Project's Response
MAG#6482 works as a full-time IT analyst, writes code as a
part-time job. Joined the project through Kay_#8827. This is
the first NFT-related project MAG#6482 has worked on and
sees creating good smart contracts as the biggest challenge at
the moment in regards to his role.

      Observation 1
Publicly known as the CTO of the project, MAG#6482 has a
computer science background, and is an IT analyst.
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       MAG#6482

CTO

      Nestor Alpha Comment
Throughout the process, Alidin#8071's academic
background has been confirmed.

      Project's Response
Alidin#8071 started working as an organizer or event manager
in academic years and has since took part in multiple non-
governmental and sports events. Started working on the
project in late March with Kay_#8827 as they wanted to
transition their knowledge from real-world to the NFT space.
Works on marketing, communications with other projects,
scheduling promotional activities (Spaces), etc.



      Project's Response
Sama#7388 has experience in digital art, currently not working
as an artist besides the project but has academic education in
contemporary art. This is the first time Sama#7388 is working
on an NFT project. They estimate that 75% of the art is
complete. In addition, Sama#7388 also provided the art design
for assets used on the website.

      Nestor Alpha Comment
Throughout the process, Sama#7388's prior proof of work
has been confirmed in relation to the role in the project.
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      Observation 1
Sama#7388 is publicly known as the artist of The Residents
NFT collection.

       Sama#7388

Artist



In order to prevent any difficulties when they will need to organise
and fund the event, it would be extremely advantageous for the
project to form a company and logistics of funneling the mint
earnings allotted to their key roadmap objective (Art Residency
event) into fiat prior to mint. [MEDIUM RISK]

The team is currently undersized for the scope of their project and
lacks development expertise, but in relation to the project's
roadmap, the latter is not considered to be a serious problem. They
are aware of this and intend to expand the team after the mint.
Members in key roles have a lot of expertise and a track record of
success in those areas. [LOW RISK]

The project's main revenue share utility is excessively reliant on
proceeds from the art auctions. [LOW RISK]

Conclusion
Risks Identified
1.

2.

3.

Transparency and Cooperation
The Vetting Service Order Form included most optional
information, of which the majority was in accordance with our
guidelines. Project cooperated with our team, was open and
transparent throughout the process, and supplied all the
information needed.

Certificate
Considering that the project meets the criteria for Tier 2 of our
Legal Accountability risk assessment, the highest rank that
may be attained is a Silver Certificate. Based on the amount
and severity of other risks identified during the vetting process
(1x Medium, 2x Low), Nestor Alpha decides to award the
project with a Silver Certificate.


